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OVERVIEW

This document is for software developers who want to take full advantage of the EZbus control surface and
mix engine within their application.  The communication protocol described here is conventional MIDI.  Note
that many of the EZbus system exclusive functions are also available through USB vendor-specific bulk I/O
messages.  Although USB bulk messages transmit fast, they require USB-specific knowledge (and USB-
specific subroutines, libraries, etc.) to support them.  Since the EZbus is a MIDI controller, and since most
popular applications already support MIDI-only control surfaces (and therefore already have lower-level
midi routines in place), a MIDI-only EZbus communication model is admittedly a fine choice.

WHAT IT IS

The EZbus is three products in one:  A Computer Audio Recording Interface, A Software Control Surface,
and A Stand-Alone Digital Mixer.  When discussing MIDI messages, it’s helpful to understand which
‘product’ uses which messages.

The digital mixer section supports a familiar cast of characters:  MIDI program change messages select the
mix while system exclusive messages save and load mix parameters and global settings.  Anyone familiar
with a synthesizer should feel comfortable working with these messages.

The control surface is new territory and is much more advanced.  It can be taken over by any ‘EZbus aware’
application that is willing to detect it.  There is a very powerful set of system exclusive messages to
manipulate LED panel settings, display text in the LCD, specify button behaviors, and to determine the type
of MIDI message the EZbus will use to report fader moves and button presses.

In addition, the control surface can be pre-programmed in advance to work with ‘EZbus unaware’ products.
This feature is useful for controlling older computer applications, hardware synthesizers and MIDI-equipped
lighting controllers.  In fact, the control surface can operate as a stand-alone box without any computer at
all.

Finally, there is the USB-to-MIDI and MIDI-to-USB breakout box.  This ‘product’ is straightforward.  It can
transmit and receive any midi message that complies with the midi 1.0 specification.  However, there is one
curve ball:  The control surface can be programmed to merge its messages with the breakout box messages.
When this occurs, the EZbus acts like a traditional two-in/ one-out MIDI merge box, so in some cases the
resulting MIDI message stream could be confusing.



MIDI CABLES AND MESSAGE ROUTING

On the back of the EZbus there are four standard MIDI 5-pin DIN jacks.  These are named MIDI IN 2, MIDI
OUT 2, and MIDI IN 3, MIDI OUT 3.  When the EZbus is connected to a computer with USB, it exposes
three MIDI cable pairs to the operating system.  In Windows Millennium these cables are named EZbus,
EZbus[2], and EZbus[3].  See table 1 below.

Table 1:  MIDI message routing when USB is connected.

Cable Name Where is it? Direction Type What uses it? Comments

EZbus Computer I/O USB Control surface, mix engine This is the only cable for mixer

     program change messages and

     EZbus-specific sysex messages.

     It is also the primary cable for most

     control surface messages.

EZbus[2] Computer I/O USB Breakout box, control surface The breakout box connections are

EZbus[3] Computer I/O USB Breakout box, control surface "hard wired," but the control surface

MIDI IN 2 Rear Panel In Standard Breakout box, control surface can optionally merge its messages

MIDI OUT 2 Rear Panel Out Standard Breakout box, control surface to any OUT or listen to messages

MIDI IN 3 Rear Panel In Standard Breakout box, control surface arriving from any IN.

MIDI OUT 3 Rear Panel Out Standard Breakout box, control surface  

The first cable pair, EZbus, is used for EZbus-specific communication.  This includes mixer messages and
control surface messages.  These messages never reach the outside world.

The second and third cable pairs, EZbus[2], and EZbus[3], are used primarily by the breakout box.  They are
available for whatever purpose the user sees fit.  They are wired to the corresponding physical MIDI IN and
MIDI OUT connectors on the rear of the unit.  Note that the control surface can be programmed to merge its
messages to these outputs too.

When the EZbus is not connected to a computer with USB the layout changes:  The MIDI IN 2 and MIDI
OUT 2 connectors become the main cable pair for EZbus-specific communication, MIDI IN 3 and MIDI OUT
3 are available for use by the control surface.  See table 2 below.

Table 2:  Midi message routing when USB is not connected.

Cable Name Where is it? Direction Type What uses it? Comments

MIDI IN 2 Rear Panel In Standard Control surface, mix engine These are the only cables for mixer

MIDI OUT 2 Rear Panel Out Standard Control surface, mix engine program change messages and

     EZbus-specific sysex messages.

     They are also the primary cables for

     most control surface messages.

MIDI IN 3 Rear Panel In Standard Control surface These cables are available for

MIDI OUT 3 Rear Panel Out Standard Control surface additional control surface messages.



Midi cables and message routing – continued.

With five possible MIDI sources and five possible MIDI destinations, it’s important to understand which IN
the EZbus is receiving from and which OUT it is transmitting to.  As a rule, the EZbus will only use one
cable pair for its mixer program change messages and its own system exclusive communication1.  When USB
MIDI is available it will automatically select the USB cable named EZbus.  When USB MIDI is not available
it will automatically select MIDI IN 2 and MIDI OUT 2 on the rear of the unit.

The cable pair that the EZbus chooses for mixer program changes and system exclusive messages is called
the Automatic pair because it is chosen automatically.

CONTROL SURFACE PROFILES

All EZbus control surface behavior is table driven.  These tables are called Control Surface Profiles, or just
‘profiles’ for short.  Every unit holds two profiles; a Fixed Profile and a Soft Profile.  The Fixed Profile is the
same in every EZbus.  As its name implies, it is read-only and unchangeable.  The MIDI messages generated
by the Fixed Profile are listed below in table 3.

Table 3:  Continuous controller messages generated by the Fixed profile.

Continuous Controller # Function Possible Values

$00~$07 Channel Select button 1~8 $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$10~$17 V-Button 1~8 $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$20 Master Select button $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$21 Mute button $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$22 Solo button $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$23 Next button $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$24 Previous button $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$28 Footswitch $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$30 Rew button $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$31 FF button $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$32 Stop button $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$33 Play button $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$34 Record button $00 = release, $7F = depressed

$38 Meta event $7F = Begin control surface mode,

  $00 = End control surface mode

$40~$47 Channel Fader 1~8 $00~$7F Continuous

$50 Master Fader $00~$7F Continuous

$60 Data Wheel 7-bit, Two's Complement

                                                                
1 The control surface can be programmed to transmit MMC, which technically, is universal system exclusive.
But it is not EZbus system exclusive, so for simplicity we will treat MMC as a standard MIDI message.



Control Surface Profiles – continued.

Note that the Fixed Profile always uses the Automatic Cable Pair.  An ‘EZbus aware’ application can force
the EZbus to use the Fixed Profile (instead of the Soft Pofile) with a system exclusive message.  This way,
the application can be sure to get the messages it expects without having to download a Soft Profile.

The Soft Profile varies from unit to unit, and can be downloaded to the EZbus from USB bulk I/O transfers or
MIDI system exclusive messages.  The Soft Profile is stored in the EZbus’s non-volatile memory just like mix
parameters and other settings.  The EZbus can be powercycled and removed from any host computer, and
after it wakes up it will still be able to generate the MIDI messages specified by its Soft Profile.  Soft Profiles
can use the Automatic Cable Pair (recommended), or they can override the automatic selection and demand
to use one of the five cable pairs.

Event Electronics provides the EZbus Control Surface Editor application to third parties who wish to create
their own unique Soft profile.  See the Control Surface Editor help files for more information on Soft Profiles.

CONNECTING MULTIPLE UNITS FOR REMOTE CONTROL

The best way to connect a computer to multiple units (for MIDI communication) is through USB.  Use a
separate USB cable for each EZbus unit and be sure USB MIDI is enabled on each EZbus.

The next best way to connect a computer to multiple units is by connecting them in parallel, using a
standard multi-port MIDI interface.  Be sure USB MIDI is disabled on each EZbus.

Finally, when USB MIDI is disabled, it is possible to connect a computer and multiple units in a daisy chain
using standard MIDI cables.  With this technique, the MIDI OUT of the controlling computer is connected
to the MIDI IN 2 of the first EZbus, the MIDI OUT 2 of the first EZbus is connected to the MIDI IN 2 of the
second EZbus and so on.  To complete a ring, the MIDI OUT 2 of the final EZbus may be returned to the
computer's MIDI in port.  Again, be sure USB MIDI is disabled on each EZbus.

STANDARD MIDI MESSAGES

The EZbus digital mixer will generate and respond to standard program change messages on the Automatic
cable pair.  The program number corresponds to the Mix number and must fall within the range of 0-31.

The control surface can generate and respond to messages on any cable pair, or it can be programmed to
use the Automatic cable pair.  It can generate (and listen too) a wide variety of standard MIDI messages
including continuous controllers, note on/ note off, RPNs, NRPNs, pitch bend, and MIDI machine control.
See the MIDI 1.0 specification for details on these messages.

SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE MESSAGES

The EZbus will only generate and respond to (its own) system exclusive messages on the Automatic cable
pair.  All EZbus system exclusive messages include a 7-bit device ID that serves as an address for multi-unit
systems.  A special ID (7FH) is reserved as an “all call” address.

When a unit powers up it assigns itself a device id of 00H.  A new ID can only be assigned to a unit through
the EZBUS_OP_SET_DEVICE_ID message.   Device ids are not adjustable by the user, and are not
memorized when the unit is turned off.



UNIVERSAL SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE

The EZbus will respond to the universal system exclusive inquiry message.  This should be the first
message transmitted by any ‘EZbus aware’ application as part of its initialization process.  The format of the
inquiry message is:

  F0 System exclusive status byte
  7E One byte manufacturer ID = Universal non-real time
  id Device ID, or 7F for ALL
  06 General information (sub-ID #1)
  01 Device inquiry message (sub-ID #2)
  F7 End of exclusive status byte

The reply is:

  F0 System exclusive status byte
  7E One byte manufacturer ID = Universal non-real time
  id Device ID, or 7F for ALL
  06 General information (sub-ID #1)
  02 Device inquiry reply message (sub-ID #2)
  00 01 39 Manufacturer ID = Event Electronics
  01 00 Device family = EZbus family  (LSB first)
  01 00 Device family member = EZbus Gold  (LSB first)
  ll hh Software version  (LSB first)
  ll hh Software revision  (LSB first)
  F7 End of exclusive status byte

Note:  If an application scans the operating system for MIDI devices and finds one of the EZbus USB MIDI ports
(EZbus, EZbus[2], EZbus[3]), then it can be sure there’s at least one EZbus out there.

EZBUS SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE

EZbus system exclusive messages are formatted as follows:

  F0 System exclusive status byte
  00 01 39 Three byte manufacturer ID = Event Electronics
  01 Product ID = EZbus
  id Device ID, or 7F for ALL
  pp Opcode (see definitions below)
  dd Message data (variable length, including zero)
  F7 End of exclusive status byte

Note:  All messages must end with a F7, end-of-exclusive byte.  The EZbus will not respond to un-terminated
messages.



OPCODES

01H - EZBUS_OP_SET_DEVICE_ID F0 00 01 39 01 id 01 dd F7
One data byte

This should be the second message transmitted by an ‘EZbus aware’ application as part of its initialization
process.  (The first is the universal inquiry.)  This message says, "If you are an EZbus, set your device ID to
dd."  The current device id byte is typically set to the all call value of 7FH, and the new device id byte in dd
is set to 00H.

The EZbus will never transmit this message unprovoked.  However, if an EZbus receives this message it will:

    1) Set its internal device id to the value <dd> specified in the message.
    2) Increment <dd> and transmit a new EZBUS_OP_SET_DEVICE_ID message.

This causes all EZbusses in a daisy chain to enumerate their device ids.  If the system is closed looped, the
computer will eventually receive the final EZBUS_OP_SET_DEVICE_ID message, which (if the original <dd>
was set to 00H) will indicate the number of units in the loop.

Note:  In a closed-loop system containing N  EZbus, it will take a maximum of N  x 5 milliseconds (plus any delay time
inherent in the computer's MIDI driver) to receive the final EZBUS_OP_SET_DEVICE_ID message.  Therefore, it is
recommended that a computer application wait at least 635 milliseconds (5 x 127) before concluding that the system is
open looped.

02H - EZBUS_OP_UNIQUE_ID_REQ F0 00 01 39 01 id 02 F7
No data bytes

The EZbus will never generate this message, but it will echo it if the id byte does not match the unit's
internal device id.

If the id byte does match, it will respond with the EZBUS_OP_UNIQUE_ID_REPLY message described next.

03H – EZBUS_OP_UNIQUE_ID_REPLY F0 00 01 39 01 id 03 <…dd…> F7
36  data bytes

The EZbus will only transmit this message in response to the EZBUS_OP_UNIQUE_ID_REQ message.  The
data field dd contains a 36-byte ascii string (terminated by the end-of-exclusive byte) representing a unique
identifying number for each unit.

Every EZbus is programmed from the factory with a unique identifying number.  This number is read-only,
and is different from the device ID.

Applications can use the unique ID to recognize individual units in a multiple EZbus system.  Once the
device IDs are enumerated, the unique IDs are collected from each unit and associated with the device IDs.
With this information, applications can memorize and associate preferences (or any other data) with each
EZbus in the system, regardless of any changes the user has made to his system.  This technique is immune
to any confusion that could arrise if the user connects his unit in a different order, different USB port,
different USB hub, MIDI patchbay, or whatever.

If an EZbus receives this message, and if the id byte does not match the unit's internal device id, it will echo
it.  Else it is ignored.



Opcodes  – continued.

04H - EZBUS_OP_USE_FIXED_PROFILE F0 00 01 39 01 id 04 F7
No data bytes

The EZbus will never generate this message, but it will echo it if the id byte does not match the unit's
internal device id.

If the id byte does match, it will enable the Fixed Profile that is built in to every EZbus.

Note:  Sending this message will not force the EZbus into control surface mode.  Control surface mode can only be
entered / exited when the user presses the Audio/Virtual button on the front panel.

05H – EZBUS_OP_SOFT_PROFILE_DUMP F0 00 01 39 01 id 05 <…dd…> F7
3000 data bytes

The EZbus will never generate this message, but it will echo it if the id byte does not match the unit's
internal device id.

If the id byte does match, it will load the Soft profile table, and once the table is completely loaded, it will
select it as the new control surface profile.

Note:  After transmitting this, the application should wait at least 500 milliseconds before sending another system
exclusive message.

Warning:  This is a huge and slow system exclusive message.  If an application really needs to use a Soft profile, it
would be much better to use the equivalent USB bulk I/O dump message.

06H - EZBUS_OP_SET_LEDS F0 00 01 39 01 id 06 dd F7
One data byte

The EZbus will never generate this message, but it will echo it if the id byte does not match the unit's
internal device id.

If the id byte does match, and if the unit is in control surface mode, it will set and clear its front panel LEDs
according to the bits in the dd byte.   If the unit is not in control surface mode, then the LEDs will be updated
the next time the user enters control surface mode.

The format of the dd byte is 0vvvssss, where:

   vvv = V-Button number 0~7  (sets one V-button LED exclusively, turns others off)
   ssss = Select number  (sets one Select LED exclusively, turns others off)

The legal values for ssss are:

   0~7 = Channel Select LEDs 1~8  (turn others off - including "M" LED)
   8 = "M" LED  (turn channel select LEDs 1~8 off)
   9 = Special case, turn all LEDs off (including V-Button LEDs), ignore vvv



Opcodes  – continued.

07H - EZBUS_OP_SET_LCD F0 00 01 39 01 id 07 uu ss <…dd…> F7
Variable length; 2 - 42 data bytes

The EZbus will never generate this message, but it will echo it if the id byte does not match the unit's
internal device id.

If the id byte does match, and if the unit is in control surface mode, it will display or update a text messages
on the LCD according to the underscore position in uu, start position in  ss, and ascii text in dd.  If the unit is
not in control surface mode, then the LCD will be updated the next time the user enters control surface
mode.

The Ezbus LCD is a 20 x 2 character display.  There are 40 characters total, and the underscore can go under
any of these - or be hidden.  The byte uu is the underscore position 0~39, or, 40 is the special case to hide
the underscore.

The byte ss is the start position 0~39, this is where the first character of dd goes.  Use non-zero values of ss
to update smaller sub-fields of the display.  For example, you can update a two-digit numeric value from ‘49’
to ‘50’ without re-sending the remaining 38 characters.

The array dd is a variable length ascii string (terminated by the end-of-exclusive byte).  If there are more than
40-ss characters, the extra characters will be ignored.  This array can also have a zero length, for cases when
the message is only intended to reposition the underscore.

Note:  The EZbus LCD can only display ascii characters in the range of 20H ~ 5AH, or 60H ~ 7AH inclusive.



Opcodes  – continued.

10H - EZBUS_OP_EDIT_BUFFER_REQ F0 00 01 39 01 id 10 F7
No data bytes

The EZbus will never generate this message, but it will echo it if the id byte does not match the unit's
internal device id.

If the id byte does match, it will respond with the EZBUS_OP_EDIT_BUFFER_DUMP message described
next.

11H – EZBUS_OP_EDIT_BUFFER_DUMP F0 00 01 39 01 id 11 <…dd…> F7
280  data bytes

The EZbus will transmit this message in response to the EZBUS_OP_EDIT_BUFFER_REQ message.  It will
receive it if the id byte matches the unit's internal device id, else it will echo it.

The data field dd contains 280 bytes of mix data.

When received, the EZbus will save the mix data in the power-down edit buffer memory, and update its DSP
with the new mix settings.  It will set the ‘mix is dirty’ flag, and make it the current mix.

12H - EZBUS_OP_MIX_N_REQ F0 00 01 39 01 id 12 nn F7
One data byte

The EZbus will never generate this message, but it will echo it if the id byte does not match the unit's
internal device id.

If the id byte does match, it will respond with the EZBUS_OP_EDIT_BUFFER_DUMP message described
next.  The byte nn is the requested mix number 0~31.

13H – EZBUS_OP_MIX_N_DUMP F0 00 01 39 01 id 13 nn <…dd…> F7
281 data bytes

The EZbus will only transmit this message in response to the EZBUS_OP_MIX_N_REQ message.  It will
receive it if the id byte matches the unit's internal device id, else it will echo it.

The byte nn is the requested mix number 0~31.  The data field dd contains 280 bytes of mix data.

When received, the EZbus will save the mix data in the power-down mix memory.  It will not update its DSP
with the new mix settings, and will not make it the current mix.


